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I. MOTIVATION

In recent years, we have been enhancing and updating
gem5’s GPU support [1]. First, we have enhanced gem5’s GPU
support for ML workloads such that gem5 can now run [2].
Moreover, as part of this support, we created, validated, and
released a Docker image that contains the proper software
and libraries needed to run GCN3 and Vega GPU models
in gem5. With this container, users can run the gem5 GPU
model, as well as build the ROCm applications that they
want to run in the GPU model, out of the box without
needing to properly install the appropriate ROCm software and
libraries [2], [3]. Additionally, we have updated gem5 to make
it easier to reproduce results, including releasing support for a
number of GPU workloads in gem5-resources [4] and enabling
continuous integration testing on future GPU commits.

However, we currently do not have a way to model validated
gem5 configurations for the most recent AMD GPUs. Current
support focuses on Carrizo- and Vega-class GPUs. Unfortu-
nately, these models do not always provide high accuracy
relative to real GPU runs. This leads to a mismatch between
how each instruction is supposedly being executed according
to the ISA and how a given GPU model executes a given
instruction. These discrepancies are of interest to those devel-
oping the gem5 GPU models as they can lead to less accurate
simulations. Accordingly, to help bridge this divide, we have
created a new tool, GAP (gem5 GPU Accuracy Profiler),
to identify discrepancies between real GPU and simulated
gem5 GPU behavior. GAP identifies and verifies how accurate
these configurations relative to real GPUs by comparing the
simulator’s performance counters to those from real GPUs.

II. METHODOLOGY

Figure 1 shows the overall flow of GAP. To properly
identify inaccuracies in the gem5’s GPU simulations, we
used an AMD Vega 20 (Radeon VII) as the baseline GPU.
After configuring gem5 to use a similar configuration to the
Vega 20, GAP’s scripts run the same GPU binaries on gem5
and the physical chip. Overall, the user must specify: a)
which benchmarks/binaries to run (in GAP’s configuration
file), b) any required command line arguments (in the gem5
configuration script), c) the path to gem5, and d) the ROCm
profiler’s (rocprof) configuration file [5] (to gather the appro-
priate hardware counter information). Given these elements,
the script runs the ROCm profiler and gem5 as specified, then
collects the output and parses for relevant metrics. The metrics
that will be compared in the output file are specified in the
ROCm profiler’s input file. The GAP output file will contain
the absolute values and percentage difference of collected

Fig. 1: GAP flowchart.

metrics. Although currently we have only tested this on a Vega
20, GAP and gem5’s GPU model are both flexible enough that
other GPUs could also be used for testing.

To test GAP, we used the existing benchmarks in gem5-
resources [3]. For example, for square, GAP shows that the
VALUUtilization is within 1% on the real GPU and gem5, but
the TCC misses differ by 821%, likely indicating that further
tuning of the memory sub-system is required to improve model
quality. However, these benchmarks tend to be larger and
thus make it difficult to isolate the behavior of specific GPU
components. Thus, to help isolate and improve the behavior
of specific components, we also ported a variety of GPU
microbenchmarks from prior work [6]–[9] to HIP.

III. CONCLUSION

Architectural simulation tools are highly important to the
computer architecture community: both industry and academia
rely on these tools to substantiate their findings. However
this means that findings are only accurate insofar as the tools
are accurate. GAP helps measure and improve gem5’s GPU
model. GAP gets a picture of how close gem5 is to reality
by running an application on both gem5 and real hardware.
The gem5 simulation is set up to closely emulate the real
GPU while the hardware is profiled during the running of
an application. By collecting the results of both the profiler
and the simulation we can get a picture of how closely
the simulation is following reality. GAP does the leg work
to compare items such as cache hit and misses, utilization,
instruction counts, and others. By iteratively making changes
to gem5 and using GAP to ensure those changes increase the
correlation of the real and simulated hardware we can improve
the accuracy of gem5. Although GAP currently only improves
the GPU model in this work, we believe the underlying idea
can also be applied to other simulation tools. Moving forward
we plan to integrate GAP into the regressions, to help parties
contributing to gem5’s source code to ensure their additions
do not hurt the accuracy of gem5’s GPU simulations.
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